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Abstract: 

Developing viable photoelectrochemical water splitting requires tackling the sluggish interfacial 

charge carrier dynamics and kinetically suppressed photo-corrosion of the metal oxide 

photoelectrodes; furthermore, a great challenge remains in developing the semiconductor-liquid 

junction (SCLJ) with synchronously boosted photoelectrochemical activity and operational stability. 

Demonstrated herein is a strategy of creating an active and stable SCLJ with a unique configuration 

of dual interfacial layers at the surface of the BiVO4 photoanode, derived from the grafting of laser 

generated carbon dots (LGCDs) with rationally designed functional groups. The dual interfacial 

layers were experimentally verified effective, not only to activate respectively the carrier transport 

and transfer in each dual layer, but in boosting the operational stability of the photoanode. This is 

owing to the improved charge dynamics and the uniform covalent coating of LGCDs, yielding a 

BiVO4 photoanode with charge injection efficiency (ηinj) of up to 92.44%, a photocurrent density of 

6.08 mA cm-2 @ 1.23 VRHE, as well as pronounced operational stability of 120 hours @ 1.23 VRHE. 

Such laser-matter reaction-based strategy was further found generally useful to create an effective 

SCLJ with boosted photoelectrochemical activity and stability that bother most of the metal oxides 

based photoelectrodes. 

  



1. Introduction 

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is an important alternative to produce nature-benign, 

sustainable hydrogen[1, 2]. Affordable and highly durable metal oxides semiconductors (MOSs), used 

as photoelectrodes to produce and migrate photo-generated charge carriers to the semiconductor-

liquid junction (SCLJ) for energy storage reactions, have been the subject of intensive research[3-6]. 

In addressing the intrinsic sluggish charge carrier dynamics in the bulk owing to the covalent bonding 

nature of MOSs[7-8], the past decade has witnessed the great potentials of a series of MOSs for high 

performance photoelectrochemical water splitting, through huge efforts dedicated to nano-

structuring[9], crystal facet engineering[10], compositional tuning[11], intrinsic defects modulation[12], 

doping[13], and nanocrystals embedding[14]. Challenges still remain on modulating the SCLJ[15-16], 

which is the dominant place where both charge transfer and energy storage reactions occur. 

Engineering improvements to the SCLJ would have a significant impact on the interfacial charge 

separation and transfer, as well as the operational stability that is kinetically controlled by the rate of 

photo-corrosion with that of the interfacial charge transfer and/or surface recombination. Developing 

engineering protocols at the SCLJ to activate the interfacial carrier dynamics and boost the 

operational stability is thus of great significance for viable hydrogen generation through MOS based 

photoelectrodes. 

  To create MOS based photoelectrodes that are both photoelectrochemically active and have stable 

surfaces, a variety of co-catalysts with the ability of increasing interfacial charge transfer rate and 

inhibiting surface photo-corrosion[17-18] (such as Co-Pi and Fe/Ni (oxy)hydroxides)[19-21] have been 

developed. The dual-layer of FeOOH/NiOOH oxygen evolution catalysts developed by Choi’s group 

showed effective reduction of interfacial charge recombination at the SCLJ, resulting in pronounced 

48 h operational stability @ 0.6 VRHE
[20]. Moreover, a series of stable metal oxides (such as NiO and 

Co3O4)
[15, 22] have been adopted to facilitate interfacial carriers transfer at the SCLJ by forming 

heterojunctions. This triggered the recent efforts on physically depositing a variety of low-

dimensional materials including black phosphorus[23-24], MXenes[25] and carbon dots[26] on MOS 

based photoelectrodes by virtue of their advances in conductivity and band alignment that facilitate 

the charge transfer[27-28]. 

The creation of intrinsic oxygen vacancies at MOSs surface via aqueous treatment[29], plasma 

treatment[30], photoetching[31], and photo-polarizing[32] has highlighted the significance of surface 

modulation through the creation of a shallow intrinsic defective energy level. This provides potential 



for the charge carrier concentration and conductivity to be significantly boosted, resulting in 

accelerated interfacial charge carrier separation and transfer, thus promoted PEC performance. All 

these endeavors manifest that it would be highly promising to advance PEC water splitting through 

the creation of an effective surface of photoelectrodes with synchronously boosted charge carrier 

transport/transfer and kinetically suppressed photo-corrosion, at the SCLJ. This is not without its own 

challenge of the technical hurdle of simultaneously overlaying the two advantages at the surface of 

MOSs based photoelectrodes. 

An effective strategy of creating BiVO4 top surfaces with the unique configuration of dual 

interfacial layers to synchronously boost the PEC activity and stability of the photoanodes, via 

grafting laser generated carbon dots with phenolic hydroxyl groups (LGCDs-PHGs), is presented. 

The simple soaking of the prepared Mo-BiVO4 (MBVO) photoelectrodes in a colloidal solution of 

LGCDs-PHGs, accessed via pulsed laser treatment of tannic acid (TA) in acetone, yields 

simultaneously dual interfacial layers comprising of the grafted LGCDs-PHGs layer and MBVO with 

rich oxygen vacancies (MBVO-VO) layer, is schematically demonstrated in Scheme 1a. The bespoke 

configuration of dual interfacial layers can improve both the PEC performance and the long-term 

operational stability; the MBVO-VO layer can activate the charge carrier dynamics for accelerating 

charge transport and reducing charge accumulation, while the LGCDs-PHGs layer can both promote 

the hole extraction and form the uniform coating layer for inhibiting the photo-corrosion of the film 

(Scheme 1b). The construction of dual interfacial layers resulted in an increased photocurrent density 

of MBVO up to 6.08 mA cm-2, with a dual-photoanode configuration and an enhanced charge 

injection efficiency (ηinj) of 92.44% @ 1.23 VRHE. Moreover, the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanode 

showed a greatly enhanced operational stability up to 120 h at 1.23 VRHE, a value among the top in 

the stability records of BiVO4 based photoanodes (Table S3). This pronounced stability was 

experimentally verified and related with not only the uniform covalent coating of the LGCDs for 

suppressed photo-corrosion, but also the accelerated charge transfer at the top layer of LGCDs-PHGs, 

and the improved charge transport at the shallow MBVO-VO layer. Further work exploring LGCDs 

with other grafting functional groups by pulsed laser irradiation of catecholic compounds determined 

that the methodology to boost the PEC behavior of MBVO is not restricted to the compounds explored 

initially. As such it is proposed that this methodology provides an effective alternative for addressing 

interfacial carrier dynamics and operational stability issues in MOS photoelectrodes.  

2. Results 



2.1 Laser Generated Carbon Dots with Phenolic Hydroxyl Groups (LGCDs-PHGs) 

Figure S1a depicts the generation of LGCDs-PHGs via the technique of pulsed Laser Synthesis 

and Processing of Colloids (LSPC) that has been attractive to create metastable nanomaterials due to 

the required, extreme, non-equilibrium conditions[33-37]. Typically, 20 mg TA (with flocculent 

morphology and polyhydroxy phenolic structure, Figure S2) is uniformly dispersed in 10 mL acetone 

by ultrasonication, and then subjected to the irradiation of an unfocused pulsed laser beam with a 

laser fluence of 850 mJ pulse-1 cm-2 (repetition rate 10 Hz; third harmonic) for 8 minutes. The 

resulting solution turns light yellow from the initial transparent (insert of Figure S1a), and 

demonstrates apparent Tyndall scattering, indicating the generation of colloidal particles (bottom left 

insert of Figure 1a). Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis shown in Figure 1a 

demonstrates that the laser generated nano-colloids have an average size of 2.6 nm. The high-

resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis shown in Figure 1b shows an interlayer space of ~0.208 nm, 

corresponding to the (103) lattice fringe of graphite (PDF card number: 26-1083). Raman 

spectroscopy characterization (Figure 1c) of the colloidal particles shows the typical peaks at 1366 

and 1588 cm-1, which corresponds to the D and G bands of the graphite carbon, respectively. The 

correlated signal intensity ratio of the D-band and G-band (ID/IG) is ~0.69, indicating that these 

carbons retain good crystallinity, consistent with the HRTEM analysis. The colloidal solution exhibits 

excitation wavelength-dependent photoluminescence (PL) (Figure S3a) and shows enhanced optical 

absorption (Figure S3b) compared to that of the original TA solution. These results suggest that laser 

generated carbons dots with homogeneous size can be synthesized via the simple pulsed laser 

irradiation of catecholic solution. A hypothesis drawn from these results is that the instantaneous 

alternative heating and quenching involved in pulsed laser treatment is capable of transforming the 

fully chained benzene ring of TA into graphitic carbon dots; through polymerization, carbonization 

and graphitization successively occurring between pulses (Figure S4)[37], leaving numerous phenolic 

hydroxyl groups on carbon surfaces (Figures 1a-c and S5). 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were further adopted to clarify the surface 

chemical state of carbon dots (Figure S6 and Table S1). The deconvolution results demonstrate that 

the peaks of high-resolution C 1s spectra located at 284.6, 286.3, 288.9 and 291.5 eV can be identified 

respectively as C-C, C-OH, O-C=O and π-π* shake-up satellite, as shown in Figure 1d[38-39]. It is 

clear that the hydroxyl groups were observed in the carbon dots, and the intensity of π-π* shake-up 

satellite dramatically declined following laser irradiation (Figure S6c and Table S2). This indicates 



that the formation of carbon dots is a result of the reconstruction of the carbon framework from the 

benzene ring in TA[37], while the functionalized groups of phenolic hydroxyls have been inherited. 

Such laser generated carbon dots with phenolic hydroxyl groups (LGCDs-PHGs) are stable due to 

the phenolic hydroxyls on the surface, which inhibit agglomeration of the LGCDs-PHGs and 

guarantee stability for over 3 months (Figure S7). 

2.2 Interfacial Layer of LGCDs-PHGs on MBVO Films 

The functional group of phenolic hydroxyls has been reported beneficial for the coordination with 

diverse metal ions[40-42], and exploration of the effects of grafting LGCDs-PHGs on MBVO films was 

subsequently investigated. Following MBVO films fabrication [14], LGCDs-PHGs were grafted on to 

MBVO by simply soaking the MBVO films in LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solution (Figure S8). The 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film shows worm-like nanoporous structure with an average diameter of ~200 

nm and a thickness of ~250 nm (Figures S9b and S9d), which is similar with that of the films without 

grafting (Figures S9a and S9c). The grafting shows little influence on the crystal structure and optical 

absorbance of the MBVO films (Figures S10, S11 and S12), while the backscattered scanning 

electron microscopy (BSE) implies the atomic number contrast presents an obvious difference 

between films of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. The black dots that represent the lower 

atomic weights of C can be observed distributed all over the surface of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO 

(Figure 1f), while the MBVO film (Figure 1e) shows no significant difference throughout the entire 

surface. Despite the grafting having little optical or structural impact, the contact angle was decreased 

from 48.7° for the MBVO film (Figure 1g) to 20.5° for the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film (Figure 1h); 

this is a result of the successful grafting of LGCDs-PHGs on MBVO and is owing to the hydrophilic 

nature of the phenolic hydroxyl groups. Such increased hydrophilicity could facilitate the adsorption 

of water molecules onto the active site of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film in the application of water 

splitting. 

 The existence of the LGCDs-PHGs on the MBVO surface was further confirmed by TEM analysis 

of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. Figures 1i and S14a, show a uniform and fully covered thin layer, 

with thickness of ~4 nm, on the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO surface, compared with that of the MBVO 

film (Figure S13). The HRTEM image (Figures 1j and S14b) reveals the interlayer space of 0.292 

nm and 0.467 nm in the matrix, corresponding to the (040) and (011) plane of BiVO4, as well as the 

existence of carbon dots with d-spacing of 0.213 nm, corresponding to the (102) lattice fringe of 

graphite (PDF card number: 26-1083); the amorphous section of the thin layer is predicted to be the 



phenolic hydroxyl groups that bridge the carbon dots[42]. In addition, transmission electron 

microscopy energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (TEM-EDS) analysis was carried out to analyze 

the element distribution of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO, which further confirms the homogeneous 

coverage of LGCDs-PHGs (Figure 1k), differing from the cases in physical deposition of low 

dimensional materials[23-26].  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study of the C 1s spectrum verified the local coordination 

chemical state of the carbon dots on the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. The C 1s spectrum of LGCDs-

PHGs-MBVO shown in Figure 1l displays the existence of C-C, C-OH and O-C=O with slight π-π* 

shake-up satellite bonds, confirming the assembly of phenolic hydroxyl groups on the MBVO films. 

The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) shown in Figure 1m demonstrates that the 

stretching vibration of H-O in pure TA appears at 3375.2 cm−1, while it shifts to 3423.6 cm−1 in 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO. The positive shift in wavenumber, and decreased intensity of the peaks, 

reflects the coordination of the phenolic hydroxyl groups with metal ions in MBVO by means of 

deprotonation, in agreement with the literature[43-44]. The stretching vibration of C based bonds in the 

region span from 700 to 1700 cm-1 of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO further implies the grafting of LGCDs-

PHGs onto the MBVO[44-45].  

2.3 Photoelectrochemical Performance of the MBVO Films upon the Grafting of LGCDs-PHGs 

 The PEC performances were investigated by measuring the photocurrent density-potential (J-V) 

curves in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) with and without Na2SO3 in a standard three-

electrode cell system, using cyclic voltammetry (CV) with a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. The film 

supported by F:SnO2 (FTO) glass are front-illuminated by a 500 W Xe lamp equipped with an AM 

1.5 G filter (100 mW cm-2). As shown in Figure 2a, LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film (Figure S15) 

exhibits an obvious improvement of photocurrent density up to 5.29 mA cm−2 for sulfite oxidation, 

and an increase from the 3.82 mA cm−2 observed for the raw MBVO film at 1.23 VRHE. The LGCDs-

PHGs-MBVO film also shows a 0.02 mV negative shift of the onset potential, while the photocurrent 

density of the MBVO films modified by as-received TA (Figure 2a) show almost similar behavior 

with that of the MBVO film. The photocurrent density histograms of 17 samples of MBVO (standard 

deviation of 4.1%, Figure S16) and 17 samples of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films (stand deviation of 

5.5%, Figure S16) are shown in Figure 2c, representing the pronounced effects that grafting the 

LGCDs-PHGs onto the MBVO film has with regards to improved PEC performance. The LGCDs-

PHGs grafted MBVO films reach an average photocurrent density of 4.74 mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE, 



while pristine MBVO films are only able to achieve an average photocurrent density of 3.57 mA cm−2. 

The photocurrent density of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO for water oxidation with and without 

FeNiOOH (Figure 2b) also present the same tendency as those measured in sulfite solution. The 

photocurrent density increases from the original 1.72 mA cm-2 for the MBVO film and 3.17 mA cm-

2 for the FeNiOOH-MBVO film up to 3.04 mA cm-2 for the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film and 4.89 mA 

cm-2 for the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. Further investigation of the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-

PHGs-MBVO film was performed via the assembly of dual photoanodes. Its champion photocurrent 

density reached 6.08 mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE (Figure 2d), which ranks among the top performers of 

BiVO4 based photoanodes (Table S3). The incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 

and absorbed photon-to-current conversion efficiency (APCE) reveal the increase of the photocurrent 

response and photon-to-current conversion of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film in the region between 300 

nm and 520 nm compared to that of the MBVO film (Figure S17). The IPCE and APCE of LGCDs-

PHGs-MBVO film could reach up to 59.5% and 75.4%, while the IPCE and APCE of the MBVO 

film is below 48% and 58%, respectively. 

To ascertain the effects the specific functional groups of carbon dots have on PEC performance of 

MBVO films, carbon dots without ligands on the surface were generated from laser irradiation of 

toluene[46]. This yielded ligand-free carbon dots with an average size of 5.2 nm, which were 

subsequently introduced onto the MBVO surface. As shown in Figure S18, the photocurrent density 

of the MBVO film decorated with such carbon dots shows only slight increase, when compared to 

that of the control film. It should be noted that the carbon dots generated from toluene show poor size 

uniformity compared to that of LGCDs-PHGs. These results imply that the specific phenolic 

hydroxyls groups are of great importance for the improvement for PEC performance of MBVO films, 

as well as the formation of uniform colloidal carbon dots. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to gain deeper insight into the electronic 

properties of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. By fitting the experimental data (small dots) according 

to the equivalent circuit model, as shown in Figure 2e, it is feasible to obtain from the fitted results 

(solid line) the smaller Rs (series resistance) and Rct (charge transfer resistance)[47, 48] value of the 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film (8.05 Ω, 1033 Ω). Comparing these values with those of the MBVO films 

(31.57 Ω and 1988 Ω, respectively) (Table S4), indicates enhanced interfacial charge transfer of the 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. Further surface charge injection efficient analysis shows that the 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO achieved an enhanced ηinj of 57.26% (from 44.95% for MBVO) and the 



FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO shows further enhancement with ηinj values of 92.44%, resulting 

from the promotion of surface charge transfer (Figure 2f). 

Based on the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), density of states (DOS) calculation were 

conducted to analyze the evolution of the electronic structure of MBVO upon the grafting of LGCDs-

PHGs. The calculated valance band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) of 

monoclinic MBVO is mainly comprised of O 2p and V 3d orbitals (Figure S19a and Figure S20a), 

which is in good agreement with published works[7, 49]. The grafting of LGCDs-PHGs shows apparent 

influence on the VB electronic structure of MBVO by overlapping the C 2p and hydroxyls hybrid 

orbital with O 2p orbitals (Figure 2g and Figure S19b). Simulation of the influence of carbon dots 

without phenolic hydroxyls on electronic structure of MBVO was also performed, and the results 

highlighted a smaller impact on VB structure (Figure S19c, Figure S20b and Table S5). These 

observations indicate that the phenolic hydroxyls on LGCDs-PHGs might be one of the important 

reasons for the upward of VB position of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO. 

Furthermore, based on the Fritz-Haber-Institute ab initio molecular simulations (FHI-aims),[50] the 

PBE+vdWsurf method was employed to calculate the adsorption configurations of the bistable system 

of LGCDs-PHGs adsorbed on MBVO. By subtracting the electron density of the isolated LGCDs-

PHGs, and that of the clean MBVO surface from the adsorption systems, the electron density 

difference has been calculated to obtain more insight into the charges interaction between LGCDs-

PHGs and MBVO. As shown in Figure 2h, the charge rearrangement and the averaged differences in 

charge density have been illustrated over the x-y plane (Δρ) along the z-coordinate. This difference 

is confirmed through calculation of the total transferred electrons via integrating Δρ(z) from a point 

on the z-axis in the vacuum, where 0.08 electron is transferred from LGCDs-PHGs to MBVO (Figure 

2i). To determine the effect of the phenolic hydroxyls on LGCDs-PHGs on the electron density 

difference of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO system, the electron density difference of C-MBVO has been 

calculated (Figure S21), where only 0.02 electron is transferred from C to MBVO. According to both 

the experimental and computational results, both the carbon dots and the phenolic hydroxyls on the 

LGCDs-PHGs make a great contribution modulating the interfacial electronic and energy state for 

boosted charge transfer of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. 

The grafting of LGCDs-PHGs onto MBVO clearly improves not only the charge injection 

efficiency (ηinj) but charge separation efficiency (ηsep) of the MBVO film (Figure 2f). The enhanced 

ηsep (from 59.51% to 79.96%) implies efficient charge transport to the surface of the MBVO 



photoanode. Mott-Schottky (MS) results in Figure S22 were further collected to gain deeper insight 

into the charge transport of LGCDs-MBVO films, which reveals that LGCD-PHGs does not change 

the n-type feature of the MBVO film, but results in a more negative flat band potential and shallower 

slopes, indicating its regulated band structure and increased carrier densities for boosted conductivity 

of the MBVO film upon the LGCDs-PHGs grafting[31, 48, 51]. It is a general consensus that carbon dots 

are capable of promoting surface charge transfer when coating them on the photoelectrode[26], while 

the conductivity of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film also shows a pronounced increase, implying that the 

charge transport dynamics of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film can be improved. It is noteworthy to 

explore the reason behind the boosted charge transport of the MBVO film upon the grafting of LGCDs. 

2.4 Interfacial Layer of MBVO with Rich Oxygen Vacancies (MBVO-VO) 

High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed to clarify the 

boosted carrier transport of MBVO. As shown in Figure 3a and Table S6, the O 1s spectra of MBVO 

can be deconvoluted into three component peaks corresponding to lattice oxygen (OL, locating at 

529.7 eV), oxygen vacancies (OV, locating at 530.7 eV) and adsorbed oxygen (OA, locating at 531.8 

eV), respectively[28, 52]. After LGCDs-PHGs grafting, the atomic ratio of oxygen vacancies (OV) in 

the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film increased when compared to that of the MBVO film (from 27.92% 

to 32.23%), which could induce the increased carrier density and improved electronic conductivity, 

consistent with the ηsep and Mott-Schottky (MS) results (Figure S22). Moreover, the atomic ratio and 

peak position of adsorbed oxygen (OA) in the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film were greatly enhanced 

(from 10.45% to 21.21%) and positively shifted (from 531.8 eV to 532.4 eV), which could be 

attributed to an increase in chemisorbed hydroxyls groups due to the absorption of phenolic hydroxyl 

groups on the LGCDs-PHGs[52]. In addition, the Bi 4f and V 2p peaks of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO 

located at around 159.1 eV and 516.8 eV were shifted to lower binding energy compared to that of 

MBVO (Figure 3b and Figure S23), indicating the partial reduction of Bi3+ and V5+ ions caused by 

the additional oxygen vacancies, where the electrons bound to the metal ions and oxygen could 

migrate to oxygen vacancies[51-53]. Further depth profile characterization of O 1s suggests that the OV 

exist in the shallow surface region (around 20 nm) of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film (Figure 3c and 

Table S7). The above results indicate that the grafting of LGCDs-PHGs by soaking, resulted in an 

interfacial layer of MBVO with rich oxygen vacancies (MBVO-VO), providing an explanation for the 

enhanced charge transport of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film[31, 51]. 

To further investigate the reason behind the creation of the interfacial layer of MBVO-VO, pH and 



electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (CV) analyses of different LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solutions 

were carried out. It was interesting to find that the pH value of LGCDs-PHGs is much lower than that 

of original TA, as shown in Figure 3d. The pH values decrease with the increasing of the laser fluence, 

implying higher acidity and easier deprotonation capability for the laser treated colloidal solution. In 

addition, CV results of different LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solutions shown in Figure 3e and Figure 

S24 indicates that all the LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solutions treated by different laser fluences show 

more reducing capacity than that of TA, where the higher laser fluence results in stronger 

oxidation/reduction peaks. Such increased reducing capability allows for the increased oxygen 

vacancies when soaking the MBVO film in the LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solution. The above results 

thus indicate the formation of the dual interfacial layer on the BiVO4 photoanode, comprising of the 

layers of LGCDs-PHGs and MBVO-Vo, schematically illustrated in Scheme 1a. This unique 

configuration of a dual interfacial layer could thus be the reason behind the improved carrier dynamics, 

where the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO layer is responsible for the efficient charge extraction by interfacial 

layer of LGCDs-PHGs, while the MBVO-Vo layer is responsible for the promoted charge transport. 

2.5 The effect of Dual Interfacial Layers on Boosted PEC Activity 

Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (CV), VB-XPS analysis, and ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS) analysis was performed on LGCDs-GPHs and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films to 

further clarify the improved charge carrier dynamics of MBVO films upon the formation of the dual 

interfacial layers. The energy level of LGCDs-PHGs is determined by CV according to previous 

reports[27, 54-56]. As shown in Figure 3e, the CV curve of LGCDs-PHGs shows noticeable 

oxidation/reduction peaks, while the original TA before laser treatment shows a flat curve without a 

single peak across the whole test potential range. It is calculated that the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) level of LGCDs-PHGs estimated from the onset reduction potentials is −3.96 eV 

(depicting the vacuum level as 0 eV), which is more positive than that of the MBVO (−4.69 eV, 

calculated from UPS in Figure S25). Based on the optical bandgap of LGCDs-PHGs (2.48 eV) 

(Figure S26), the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) value is calculated to be −6.44 eV. 

Such HOMO level of LGCDs-PHGs is thus beneficial for the hole extraction from MBVO to LGCDs-

PHGs of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. Band structure investigation of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film 

by UPS analysis (Figure S27) was further conducted, showing that the Fermi level and VB position 

of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film (0.11 eV of Fermi level and 2.59 eV of VB position, taking RHE 

as reference) were shifted upward compared to that of the MBVO film (0.31 eV of Fermi level and 



2.71 eV of VB position). The VB-XPS analysis (Figure S28) also shows the same upward tendency 

of VB position, implying an improved interfacial charge carrier dynamics for charge separation and 

hole-extraction[24, 57, 58] by the dual interfacial layers. 

The open-circuit potential (OCP) analyses were performed to identify photovoltage of the MBVO 

and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films, which could imply the band bending related driving force and their 

work function associated with the quasi-Fermi level, further reflecting the role of the dual interfacial 

layers[12, 16]. As shown in Figure S29, the OCPdark always show relatively positive value, while 

OCPlight always show relatively negative, meaning that the large band upward bending in the dark, 

and the band flattened by photoexcited charge carriers in the light, respectively. The photovoltage 

(OCPlight - OCPdark) of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film is 0.42 V (Figure 3g), which is 0.16 V higher 

than that of the MBVO film. The higher photovoltage of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film represents 

an enhanced band bending and higher driving force of PEC reaction than that of the MBVO film, 

which is determined by its hole quasi-Fermi level and the redox potential of the electrolyte (Figure 

3f)[15]. The OCP results therefore also suggest enhanced charge carrier dynamics by the dual 

interfacial layer of the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. 

2.6 Dual Interfacial Layers for Boosted PEC Stability 

  Constructing a protective layer on photoelectrodes is one of the most important approaches for 

suppressing photo-corrosion and achieving boosted stability. An investigation into the effects of the 

uniform covalent coating of the LGCDs-PHGs on the stability of MBVO films was warranted, and 

subsequently evaluated by the J-t measurement of the films of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO 

performed at 1.23 VRHE in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7). As shown in Figure 3h, the 

steady-state photocurrent density of the MBVO film dropped to 58.5% after 120 min. The faded 

photocurrent density of the MBVO photoanode can be ascribed to the anodic photo-corrosion caused 

by photoinduced surface-accumulated holes and electrochemical dissolution of V5+ in BiVO4
[21, 59]. 

When introducing the dual interfacial layers, the photocurrent density of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO 

maintained 87.5%, and further improved to 99.8% when coating the layer of FeNiOOH. As a 

comparison, the stability of LGCDs-MBVO were further investigated to verify the effect of covalent 

coating by LGCDs-PHGs (Figure S30). MBVO films coated by ligand-free LGCDs showed even 

worse stability than that of the MBVO film (remains only 46.8%). These results imply the important 

role of uniform covalent anchoring of LGCDs-PHGs on MBVO films for enhanced stability.  

Boosting the carrier dynamics to reduce the charge accumulation and recombination at the SCLJ 



could suppress the surface photo-corrosion of MBVO film, among which the accelerated charge 

transfer by LGCDs-PHGs has been verified by both experimental and computational analysis. It is 

thus worthwhile to further investigate if the improved charge transport in the interfacial layer of 

MBVO-VO plays positive roles on the operational stability of the MBVO film. Films of MBVO 

grafted by LGCDs-PHGs, but without the interfacial layer of MBVO-VO, were prepared through 

directly spin-coating LGCDs-PHGs onto MBVO films. The stability test showed that without creating 

the shallow MBVO-VO layer, the photocurrent density of MBVO films with only the interfacial layer 

of LGCDs-PHGs could maintain 69.1% after 120 min, which is much lower than that of 87.5% of 

MBVO films with dual interfacial layers, but higher than that of 58.5% for MBVO with no interfacial 

layer (Figure 3h). It can thus be concluded that the shallow MBVO-VO layer contributes to the 

stability enhancement of the MBVO film, proposedly through the enhanced charge transport which 

eliminates the charge carriers accumulating on the surface, before they participate in the OER process. 

The long-term stability of the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanode was investigated at 

1.23 VRHE. As shown in Figure 3i, the photocurrent density of the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO 

photoanode was stable for 120 h without any obvious dropping, which is among the top in the stability 

records of BiVO4 based photoanodes at 1.23 VRHE (Table S9). To further explore the role of the dual 

interfacial layer for the stability of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film, the inductively coupled plasma 

optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was conducted on the electrolytes used for the J-t 

measurement (inset of Figure 3i). The ICP-OES results suggested the presence of both Bi and V in 

the three electrolytes after the J-t measurement. The concentration of Bi and V in the electrolyte of 

the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films is significantly lower than 

that of the MBVO film, and the concentration of Fe and Ni in the electrolyte of the FeNiOOH-

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO also decreases compared to that of the FeNiOOH-MBVO film, indicating 

efficient suppression of photo-corrosion on the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO by the dual interfacial layers 

resulting in pronounced stability. Such pronounced stability was thus considered related with not only 

the uniform covalent coating of the LGCDs for suppressed photo-corrosion, but also the accelerated 

charge transfer at the top layer of the LGCDs-PHGs, and the improved charge transport at the shallow 

MBVO-VO layer.  

2.7 Discussion 

Results indicate that laser treated TA-like catecholic molecules can generate LGCDs-PHGs to 

boost MBVO photoelectrochemical performance. LGCDs-PHGs were similarly prepared from 



epigallocatechin gallate (EG) and catechol powders through one-step pulsed laser irradiation, and 

then coated onto the MBVO photoanode. LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solution can be similarly obtained 

from EG and catechol (Figure 4a, Figure 4h, Figure S31 and Figure S32) by pulsed laser irradiation. 

The TEM analysis shown in Figure 4b and Figure 4i demonstrates that the LGCDs-PHGs have an 

average size of 1.91 and 2.00 nm, respectively. The HRTEM analysis shown in inset of Figure 4b 

and Figure 4i shows an interlayer space of about 0.213 nm and 0.208 nm, corresponding to the (102) 

and (103) lattice fringe of graphite (PDF card number: 26-1083), respectively. The C-V and pH results 

(Figures 4c-d and Figures 4j-k) show similar oxidation/reduction peaks and energy level, implying 

the similar easier deprotonation capability and band alignment promotion. The photoelectrochemical 

measurements (Figures 4e and Figures 4l) revealed that grafting LGCDs-PHGs from EG and 

catechol on the MBVO film could also lead to the enhancement of photocurrent density up to 4.62 

and 4.35 mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE, respectively, which could be related to the different structure of raw 

powders. The enhanced photovoltage (Figure 4f, Figure 4m, Figures S33-S34) representing 

enhanced driving force, and the upward tendency of VB position (Figure 4g, Figure 4n, Figures 

S35-S36) representing more efficient band bending, have been also observed. These results show that 

LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solutions from different catecholic molecules could always modulate MBVO 

performance by simply creating the dual interfacial layers. 

3. Conclusion 

In summary, this work has demonstrated an efficient strategy of addressing the interfacial charge 

carrier dynamics and operational stability at the SCLJ. Grafting laser generated carbon dots with 

anchoring functional groups onto MBVO photoanodes has yielded a unique configuration of dual 

interfacial layers on the surface. Both the experimental and computational results confirm that it is 

the dual interfacial layers that boost both the photoelectrochemical activity, and operational stability, 

of the MBVO photoanodes. The promoted carrier transport in the shallow MBVO-VO layer, and the 

efficient carrier extraction and band aligning in the LGCDs-PHGs layer, contribute greatly to the 

enhanced PEC activity, while the improved carrier dynamics in the dual interfacial layers and the 

uniform coating of top LGCDs-PHGs layer for suppressed photo-corrosion resulted in increased 

operational stability. The resulting LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanode shows pronounced 

photocurrent density up to 6.08 mA cm-2 and a long-term operational stability of 120 h at 1.23 VRHE 

in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7). Moreover, yielding such dual layers by grafting other 

laser generated carbon dots with functional groups was verified effective on the improved PEC 



performance. This study could thus be beneficial in advancing the PEC water splitting through 

creating active SCLJ with synchronously boosted charge carrier dynamics, and kinetically suppressed 

photo-corrosion at surfaces of metal oxide photoelectrodes, based on laser-matter interactions. 
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Scheme 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the dual interfacial layers at MBVO film. (b) Schematic illustration of the 

functions of dual interfacial layers for activated carrier dynamics and enhanced long-term stability. 

 

  



 
Figure 1 Characterizations of LGCDs-PHGs, MBVO and SCPHs-MBVO films. (a) TEM image of LGCDs-PHGs 

(inserts: Mie-scattering image of LGCDs-PHGs colloidal solution and size distribution of the LGCDs-PHGs). (b) 

HRTEM image of LGCDs-PHGs. (c) Raman spectra of the LGCDS-PHGs. (d) XPS spectrum of C 1s peaks of TA 

and LGCDs-PHGs. (e) BSE top-view image of MBVO film. (f) BSE top-view image of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. 

(g) Contact angle of MBVO film. (h) Contact angle of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. (i) TEM image of LGCDs-

PHGs-MBVO film. (j) HRTEM image of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film. (k) TEM-EDS analysis of LGCDs-PHGs-

MBVO film. (l) XPS spectrum of C 1s peaks of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (m) FTIR spectrum of 

TA and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO film.  



 

Figure 2 PEC Performance of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (a) J–V curves of different MBVO based 

photoanodes in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) with Na2SO3 under AM 1.5G irradiation. (b) J–V curves 

of various photoanodes in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) with (dashed) and without (solid) Na2SO3 

under AM 1.5G irradiation. (c) Photocurrent density distribution of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films at 1.23 

VRHE. (d) J–V curve of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO-Double photoanodes in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) 

under AM 1.5G irradiation. (e) EIS curves of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanodes. (f) Charge separation 

and injection efficiencies of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanodes. (g) Partial density of states of 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO. (h) Adsorption-induced electron density redistribution integrated over the x−y plane (Δρ) 

(left panel) and the resulting total charge transfer (Q) (right panel) for the LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO systems as a 

function of z-coordinate. (i) Side view of the electron density difference of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO at equilibrium 

distances.  

   



 
Figure 3 (a) XPS spectrum of O 1s peaks of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (b) XPS spectrum of Bi 4f 

(4f5/2 and 4f7/2) peaks of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (c) Depth profile characterization of O 1s of 

LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (d) PH analysis of different LGCDs-PHGs colloid solutions. (e) Cyclic voltammetry 

scans for TA and LGCDs-PHGs. (f) Band bending schematics of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO (STE: Surface 

trapped electrons). (g) Open-circuit potential of MBVO and LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO. (h) Photocurrent density 

stability of MBVO, LGCDs-PHGs/MBVO, LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO and FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. (i) 

Long-term stability of the FeNiOOH-LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO photoanode at 1.23 VRHE (insert: ICP analysis of 

different potassium phosphate buffer after stability measurement). 

  



 

Figure 4. Characterizations of laser generated LGCDs-PHGs from EG and Catechol and the improved PEC 

performance of LGCDs-PHGs-MBVO films. Optical and Mie-scattering images of laser generated colloidal 

solution of (a) LGCDs-PHGs(EG) and (h) LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol). TEM image of (b) LGCDs-PHGs(EG) and (i) 

LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol) (inserts: HRTEM image and size distribution, scale bar: 1 nm). Cyclic voltammetry scans 

for (c) LGCDs-PHGs(EG) and (j) LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol). PH analysis of (d) LGCDs-PHGs(EG) and (k) LGCDs-

PHGs(Catechol) colloid solutions. J–V curves of (e) LGCDs-PHGs(EG)-MBVO and (l) LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol)-

MBVO photoanodes in 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) with Na2SO3 under AM 1.5G irradiation. Open-

circuit potential of (f) LGCDs-PHGs(EG)-MBVO and (m) LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol)-MBVO. VB XPS of (g) 

LGCDs-PHGs(EG)-MBVO and (n) LGCDs-PHGs(Catechol)-MBVO photoanodes.  
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